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Electrodynamic properties of coplanar waveguides made
from high-temperature superconducting YBa 2Cu3O72d electrodes
on nonlinear dielectric SrTiO 3 substrates
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We present a comprehensive study of broadband~0–2 GHz! electrodynamic properties of coplanar
waveguides made from high-temperature superconducting thin-film YBa2Cu3O72d electrodes on
nonlinear dielectric single-crystal SrTiO3 substrates. The waveguides exhibit strong dielectric
nonlinearities, in addition to temperature-, dc-bias-, and frequency-dependent dissipation and
refractive index. By using parameters determined from small-signal~linear! transmission
characteristics of the waveguides as a function of dc bias, we develop a model equation that
successfully predicts and describes large-signal~nonlinear! behavior. © 1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-8979~99!03615-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

With changing emphasis in high-temperature superc
ductor ~HTS! electronics research from single-layer th
films to multilayered thin film structures, there has been
newed interest in high-frequency applications of met
oxide-based nonlinear dielectrics~NLDs!, such as SrTiO3
~STO!, in combination with HTS electrodes.1–3 In essence,
devices based on HTS/NLD structures promise to perfo
much better than their normal-metal/NLD predecessors
to: ~i! reduced operational temperature leading to, in cer
cases, lower dielectric loss, larger nonlinearity, and sho
relaxation times in the dielectric;~ii ! lower conductor loss,
and no intrinsic dispersion up to very high frequenc
~;THz! in the superconducting electrodes; and~iii !
‘‘cleaner’’ electrode-dielectric interface leading to lower i
terface loss and negligible Shottky barriers. These HTS/N
structures are attractive not only for immediate implemen
tion in practical devices such as frequency-agile microw
filters,4 but also for the exploration of novel scientific an
technological concepts such as study of stochastic effects
pulse shaping.5

One of the most crucial features of this developing te
nology based on HTS/NLD structures is the ability to m
iaturize substantially, i.e., to prepare compact devices.

a!Electronic mail: findik@lanl.gov
1550021-8979/99/86(3)/1558/11/$15.00
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importance of compact size for integration with other pote
tial circuit components is clear. But, more importantly, sin
nonlinear effects in a dielectric are a function of the elect
field applied to the dielectric, the smaller separation of el
trodes allows for the realization of the same effects w
smaller signal and control voltage levels. Whereas the die
tric loss is mostly determined by the loss tangent of the m
terial irrespective of its size, the conductor loss, which
proportional to the surface resistance~Rs! of the electrodes,
increases strongly with decreasing conductor separat
Thus, the very lowRs of superconducting electrodes@;mV
below about 80 K at 1 GHz for YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO!#
permits designs of compact devices with practically low o
erational voltage levels~;1–10 V!.

Most potential applications would require thin films o
both the NLD and the HTS material on an appropriate lo
loss substrate. However, at present, even the highest qu
NLD films show much smaller dielectric constant and no
linearity, and higher dielectric losses than their single-crys
NLD counterparts.6 Also, the functional dependence of d
electric properties on external electric field bias seems to
quite different in thin films~for example, whereas the dielec
tric loss decreases with bias in thin films, it increases
single crystals!.7 Currently, several approaches are being e
plored to make films with improved properties; such
chemical doping,8,9 use of heteroepitaxial buffer layers,10 and
release of films from substrates by selective etching.11 While
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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the effort on improving the properties of NLD films contin
ues, it is also important to explore, in parallel, device co
cepts using the single crystals that possess intrinsic and m
reproducible properties.

In the following, we will summarize our work on proto
type nonlinear devices based on YBCO coplanar wavegu
electrodes on single-crystal STO substrates. To facilitate
tensive study of nonlinear and dispersive effects~which will
be described later!, we have adopted a time-domain measu
ment technique,12 which allows for separation of dc-bias e
fects and high-frequency effects, and uses electrically dist
uted transmission line concepts for analysis. The use
distributed coplanar waveguides has enabled us to inv
gate the high-frequency properties of STO single crys
with high resolution because of the long interaction lengt
Among several different lengths for the coplanar wavegui
8 cm provided the best compromise between overall diss
tion and cumulative nonlinear/dispersive effects.

II. DEVICE FABRICATION

A schematic of our coplanar waveguide device struct
and its pertinent dimensions are shown in Fig. 1. The e
trodes are 0.4-mm-thick YBCO films, patterned in the form
of 8-cm-long meandering coplanar waveguides. The YB
films were pulsed-laser deposited~from a stoichiometric tar-
get! on 1 cm31 cm31 mm ~100! single-crystal STO sub
strates at a substrate temperature of 780 °C in 200 mTorr2.
The pulsed laser used is a Xe–Cl excimer laser operatin
308 nm wavelength with a repetition rate of 20 Hz and la
energy density of 2 J/cm2 on the target. After deposition, th
electrodes were defined by standard photolithography,
patterned by dilute phosphoric acid~500 ppm H3PO4), fol-
lowed by rf sputtering of 0.5-mm-thick Au contact pads on
both ends of the centerline and ground planes. As a
processing step, the devices were annealed at 400 °C for
in flowing O2.

III. MEASUREMENT SETUP

Figure 2 shows the measurement setup we used
broadband time-domain characterization of these nonlin
devices. The sample housing was designed specifically
this experiment: it uses a suspended-substrate geom

FIG. 1. Schematic coplanar waveguide~CPW! device structure.
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without sidewalls to reduce and attenuate unwanted hou
modes; no external pressure is applied on the substrat
reduce complications due to possible piezoelectric effe
~i.e., the substrate is unclamped!; short ~;2 mm! coplanar
waveguide segments with 50V characteristic impedance ar
used as an intermediate adapter to guide broadband ele
magnetic waves from cylindrical symmetry of the coax
cable to coplanar waveguide symmetry of the device; a
short ~;1 mm! and low-inductance~;2 nH! Au wires are
used to bond the electrodes of the device to the intermed
adapter.

The housing is clamped on a cold head of a cryostat
vacuum chamber. The input and output ports of the hous
are connected with coaxial cables to the instruments out
the chamber via hermetically sealed connectors attache
ports of the chamber. The bias Tees are essentially rf cho
which allow the dc bias to be separated from high-freque
signals. The high-frequency channel is a bandpass filter w
3 dB cutoff frequencies of 20 kHz and 12.5 GHz.

For our high-frequency device characterization, we ha
used two different measurement configurations; the stand
step-pulse time-domain-reflection/time-domain-transmiss
~TDR/TDT! configuration, and the impulse-TDT configura
tion. The standard TDR/TDT configuration uses a 0.2 V s
pulse with a 10%–90% rise time of about 30 ps as the e
tation signal, and monitors the reflected~transmitted! signals
from ~through! the device as a function of time. The impuls
TDT configuration ~connection of which is shown in a
dashed line in Fig. 2! uses a Gaussian-like pulse with abo
0.4 ns full width at half maximum and with varying ampl
tudes~between 0.2 and 40 V! as the excitation signal an
monitors only the transmitted signal. The step-pulse TD
TDT configuration has been best suited for the overall ch
acterization of the devices in the small-signal limit and a
function of dc bias, whereas impulse-TDT configuration h
been essential for the study of nonlinear/dispersive effect
the large-signal limit.

IV. ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT MODEL AND FORMALISM

In the analysis of broadband characteristics of our
vices, we will use an electrical circuit model based
lumped circuit element equivalents of coupling inductan
Lc and input/output impedanceZL for the external circuitry;
and distributed element equivalents of series resistancR,

FIG. 2. Schematic measurement setup.
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series inductanceL, shunt conductanceG, and shunt capaci
tanceC per unit length of the coplanar waveguide~see Fig.
3!.

In their most general form, the inductance and impe
ance of the lumped elements are constants; and those o
distributed circuit elements depend on angular frequencyv,
temperatureT, bias voltagendc, and signal voltagens . The
characteristic impedanceZ0 and propagation functiong of
the coplanar waveguide are given by13

Z05A~R1 ivL !/~G1 ivC! ~1!

and

g5A~R1 ivL !~G1 ivC!5a1 i
v

c
n, ~2!

wherec is the speed of light in vacuum,a is the attenuation
constant, andn is the effective refractive index. AssumingR
andG are, respectively, much smaller thanvL andvC ~in
other words, series and shunt losses are small!, we obtain

n5cALC ~3!

and

a5
R

2AL/C
1

G

2AC/L
. ~4!

Physically,L andC are related to the magnetic and the ele
tric field energy stored in the waveguide, respectively.C is
solely determined by the shunt geometric capacitance of
waveguide, whereasL has contributions both from the serie
geometric inductance of the waveguide and the surface
ductance of the electrodes.R signifies dissipative losses i
the series channel and is dominated by the surface resist
of the YBCO electrodes.G combines both the dissipativ
losses in the dielectric medium and the radiative los
through the dielectric. As will be described later, vario
approximations will be necessary to calculate these par
eters under specific conditions.

In TDR/TDT measurements, the shape of the reflec
and transmitted pulses reveals detailed information abou
waveguide.14 Depending on the characteristic impedan
mismatch between the external circuitry and the wavegu
the step-pulse TDR/TDT may show staircase-like buildup
signal due to multiple reflections at the boundaries of dev
and external circuitry. For times less than 2t ~i.e., for pri-
mary reflection!, wheret is the time it takes for the electrica
pulse front to propagate the whole lengthl of the waveguide,
the reflection coefficientr in the frequency domain is give
by

r~v!5
eR~v!

eI~v!
5

Z01 ivLc2ZL

Z01 ivLc1ZL
, ~5!

FIG. 3. Electrical circuit model.
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whereeI andeR are spectral components of the incident a
reflected pulse voltages, respectively. Similarly, for tim
less than 3t ~i.e., for primary transmission!, the transmission
coefficienth is given by

h~v!5
eT~v!

eI~v!
5

4Z0ZL

~Z01 ivLc1ZL!2 exp@2g l #, ~6!

where eT is a spectral component of the transmitted pu
voltage. We note that the Eqs.~5! and ~6! assume that the
waveguide properties are uniform along the propagation
rection. In the time domain, the TDR response and the T
response are given by

TDR~ t !5eR~ t !5F21$r~v!F@eI~ t !#% ~7!

and

TDT~ t !5eT~ t !5F21$h~v!F@eI~ t !#%, ~8!

whereF andF21 denote Fourier and inverse Fourier tran
forms, respectively. To be specific, in our experimental
rangement, the incident pulse is actually added to the
flected pulse with a setup-specific delay. Nevertheless, in
case of step-pulse excitations, this merely adds a consta
the TDR response given in Eq.~7!, and thus will be ignored
for simplicity in the following analysis.

V. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS ABOVE Tc

Above the superconducting transition temperatureTc of
the electrodes, the surface resistanceRs of the electrodes is
expected to dominate over all other sources of loss. In f
since YBCO films in the normal state are highly resisti
~resistivityr;102 mV cm at 100 K!,15 the transmitted power
in our TDR/TDT configuration is immeasurably low. In th
limit, we can learn about the device only from its TDR r
sponse. Figure 4 shows the TDR response for a 0.2 V i
dent step pulse at various temperatures.

The initial steep drop in amplitude is due to character
tic impedance mismatch between the 50V external circuitry
and the low-impedance~;2–10V! waveguide. As the tem-
perature decreases, the dielectric constant of STO incre
which in turn leads to lowerZ0 , and thus larger impedanc
mismatch and larger drop in the TDR response amplitude
longer delay times, on the other hand, the almost linear

FIG. 4. Step-pulse time-domain reflection~TDR! response. Solid lines are
linear approximations.
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crease in the amplitude between about 0.1 and 0.3 ns is
termined by both the characteristic impedance of the wa
guide and the surface resistance of the electrodes. For
pulse excitation, it is more convenient to use Lapla
transformL ~in terms of complex angular frequencys, or
iv) instead of Fourier transform. Thus, using Eqs.~1!, ~5!,
and ~7! in the limit G goes to zero andR is much smaller
thanvL, and substituting a step pulse with an amplitude
EI and a rise time ofte for eI we obtain

TDR~ t !5L21F SAL

C
1sLc1

R/2

sAL/C
2ZL

AL

C
1sLc1

R/2

sALC
1ZL

D
3EI S 1

s
2

1

s1te
D G . ~9!

From reflection measurements without the waveguide bu
cluding effects due to the connectors, the coaxial cables,
the bias Tee, we measurete to be about 40 ps. For timest
much longer thante , Eq.~9! simplifies considerably. Furthe
simplification occurs if one considers relative magnitudes
inductive @Lc /(ZL1AL/C)# and capacitive@(ZL1AL/C)/
(2ALC/R)# time constants of the device, and realizes th
due to very smallLc ~;2 nH!, the linear slope regime is
dominated by the capacitive time constant of the wavegu
Thus, in these limits, the slopem of the TDR response is
given by

m5
EIZLR

SAL

C
1ZLD 2

ALC

. ~10!

In our experimental setup,ZL is 50 V. Also, we can readily
calculateL and C ~using conformal mapping! at any tem-
perature, or directly measure them belowTc with standard
TDR/TDT measurements~as will be further discussed in
Sec. VI!. The agreement is very good between calculatio
and measurements. In the quasistatic limit, and assuming
the thickness of the electrodes is negligibly small,L and C
are given by16

L5
m0

4

K~A12k2!

K~k!
, ~11!

C54e0

~e r11!

2

K~k!

K~A12k2!
, ~12!

wherem0 is the permeability of vacuum,e0 is the permittiv-
ity of vacuum, e r is the relative dielectric constant of th
substrate,K is the complete elliptical integral of the firs
kind, and the argumentk is given byS/(S12W), whereS is
the width of the centerline andW is the width of the
centerline-to-ground plane gap as shown in Fig. 1. We n
e-
e-
ep-
e

f

-
nd

f

t,

e.

s
at

te

that Eq.~11! takes into account the geometric inductance,
ignores the contribution of surface inductance of the el
trodes.

Determination of conductor losses, i.e.,R, is more com-
plicated due to current crowding and skin-depth effects.
our case, the YBCO electrodes in the normal state are hig
resistive and thus the skin depth is, up to very high frequ
cies, much larger than the film thickness. To estimate c
ductor loss of such a structure, we will first assume that
external field distribution will be similar to that of a film with
thicknessD larger than the skin depth, so that conductor lo
is given by~for D!S,W)17

R5
Rs

4S~12k2!K2~k! F ~k11!p1 lnS 4pS

D D
1k lnS 4p~S12W!

D D2~k11!lnS 11k

12kD G , ~13!

whereRs is the surface resistance of the electrodes, and t
substitute thin film limit forRs

Rs5ReFAim0v

s
cothSAim0vs

D

2 D G' 2

sD
, ~14!

wheres is the normal state conductivity of the YBCO ele
trode and Re@ # stands for the real part of@ #. We note thatD
is scaled by 2 in Eq.~14! in order to make it compatible with
Eq. ~13! where magnetic fields enter from both sides of t
film.18 Since we knowS, W, D, e r , andm, we can calculate
L, C, and R using Eqs.~10!–~13!, and then solve fors,
which yields the curve shown in Fig. 5.

Considering the fact that we have made several appr
mations to arrive at this curve, the results are quite enco
aging; the magnitude of the resistivityrn and its monotonic
decrease with decreasing temperature are within a factor
of what we routinely measure for patterned, good qua
YBCO films at dc to low frequencies.19 Also, the fact thatrn

does not extrapolate to zero as temperature approaches
could be due to some extrinsic loss contribution~for ex-
ample, due to a damaged resistive layer on the edges o
patterned lines of the waveguide!. Nevertheless, to summa
rize the results in this section, we have successfully imp
mented the formalism described in Sec. IV to describe
behavior of our waveguides above the superconducting t

FIG. 5. Resistivityrn of YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO! electrodes vs temperature
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sition temperatureTc of its YBCO electrodes, and dete
mined that the series resistance due to conductor losses i
electrodes is responsible for the rapid increase of TDR
sponse for relatively short delay times~as shown in Fig. 4!.

VI. SMALL-SIGNAL TDR/TDT BELOW Tc

A. Temperature and bias dependence of C

Once the YBCO electrodes are in the superconduc
state~below about 86 K!, the series resistive losses becom
negligibly small, and shunt losses~i.e., G! are expected to
dominate dissipation in the waveguide. An appropriate
pansion of Eqs.~5! and~7! in this limit shows that the TDR
response for short times, as shown in Fig. 4, is insensitiv
the magnitude ofG for G&2CZ0 /Lc;102 V21 m21, which
we estimate to hold in our waveguides. So, we expect
TDR response to decay exponentially with a time const
t;Lc /(AL/C1Z0) to the horizontal level determined by th
characteristic impedance of the waveguide (AL/C), irrespec-
tive of the value ofG.

One effective way to increase the resolution of our m
surements is to investigate long interaction lengths~or
equivalently, long interaction times!. Figure 6 shows the
TDR/TDT response for a 0.2 step-pulse input at various te
peratures for long interaction times. The steps in the
sponse are due to reflections from device boundaries. F
the propagation difference between the steps and the
heights~and ignoring dissipative and dispersive effects
the time being!, we can readily calculateL andC as a func-
tion of temperatureT using Eqs.~1!, ~3!, ~5!, and~6!. These
experimental results agree well with the predictions of o
conformal mapping results@Eqs. ~11! and ~12!# that use, as
input, waveguide dimensions and published relative die
tric constant values.20 As a further verification, we have als
measurede r of our STO substrates at low frequenci
~;kHz! with an LCR meter, which yielded similar results
published data.

Figure 7 shows the TDR/TDT response at two tempe
tures under dc bias. The dc bias is applied between the
terline and the ground planes through a bias Tee as show
Fig. 2. Positive voltage indicates positive bias applied to
centerline. With bias, the shunt capacitanceC, and, conse-
quently, the signal propagation speed, are reduced due t

FIG. 6. Step-pulse time-domain reflection/time-domain transmission~TDR/
TDT! response at different temperatures~20, 40, and 60 K!.
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nonlinearity ofe r of STO. Using an analysis similar to tha
used for temperature dependence, we obtain bias depend
of C, as shown in Fig. 8. As will become apparent in t
following, our dc biasing scheme is a very versatile capa
ity; it allows for an electrical control of device response ch
acteristics, helps in distinguishing between various disp
sive and nonlinear effects, and serves as a predictive too
nonlinear response at high frequencies.

B. Dispersive and dissipative effects

A closer examination of Figs. 6 and 7 reveals that t
TDR/TDT response step fronts are not as steep as the i
step-pulse front~with a 10%–90% rise time of 40 ps!; step
fronts become broader with increasing propagation leng
decreasing temperature, and increasing dc bias. This br
ening could be due to dispersion and/or frequency-depen
dissipation. To quantify these dispersive and dissipative
fects, one can examine spectral components of the step-p
TDR/TDT response. Instead, we will use an equivale
method, impulse TDT analysis, to obtain the same inform
tion. We prefer impulse TDT in anticipation of the fact tha
for the study of nonlinear effects described in the Sec. V
one needs large amplitude signals, which are not as rea
available in the form of short-rise time step pulses. Furth
more, Gaussian-like impulses are similar to microwave s
ton solutions of many nonlinear/dispersive systems, and t

FIG. 7. Step-pulse TDT response at 20 and 60 K at different biases~0, 5,
and 10 V!. The 20 K data are displaced by20.05 V for clarity.

FIG. 8. Change in shunt capacitancedC/C vs bias at different temperature
~20, 40, 60, and 80 K!.
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can be used as incident pulses to investigate soli
supporting characteristics of our waveguides.21

Figure 9 shows impulse TDT response at three temp
tures~60, 40, and 20 K!, and at three biases~12.5, 15, and
25 V! at 20 K.

Qualitatively, the TDT response amplitude decrea
~mainly due to an increase in impedance mismatch!, and the
delay increases~due to an increase in shunt capacitance! with
decreasing temperature. To separate the intrinsic shunt lo
from the impedance mismatch effect and the intrinsic disp
sion from the low-pass filtering effect of the series coupli
inductance, we will use slightly modified forms of Eqs.~2!
and ~6! to obtain spectral information about our waveguid

a~v!5
1

l
lnS U~Z01 ivLc1ZL!2

4Z0ZL

eT~v!

eI~v!
U D ~15!

and

n~v!v5
c

l
ArgF ~Z01 ivLc1ZL!2

4Z0ZL

eT~v!

eI~v! G , ~16!

where Arg@ # stands for the argument of@ #.
Figures 10 and 11 show attenuationa and refractive in-

dex n as a function of frequency calculated using Eqs.~15!

FIG. 9. Impulse TDT response at different temperatures~60, 40, and 20 K!,
and biases~0, 12.5, 15, and25 V for 20 K!.

FIG. 10. Attenuationa vs frequency at different temperatures~60, 40, and
20 K! and biases~0, 15, and25 V for 20 K!. Solid lines are linear approxi-
mations.
n-

a-

s

ses
r-

s

and ~16!, and impulse-TDT response data shown in Fig.
From Eqs.~11! and~12!, one can obtain, to a good approx
mation,e r in terms ofn, given by

e r52n221. ~17!

Figure 11 shows, unlike Eq.~16!, derivative ofvn(v)
since changes in this quantity are easier to analyze, and
derivative reduces ton wheren is frequency independent.

Between 85 and 60 K, the total attenuation is immeas
ably small and the waveguide is virtually dispersionless
least up to 2 GHz. Below 60 K, the waveguide exhibits d
sipation that increases approximately linearly with fr
quency. The dissipation increases, whereas the effective
fractive indexn decreases with bias. Also, we note thatn
becomes dispersive~high-frequency components propaga
faster! at 65 V bias. Furthermore,n at 20 K seems to have
sharp drop at around 1 GHz—the exact frequency dep
dence is difficult to determine due to very small signal-
noise ratio~SNR! above 1 GHz.

The STO material is known to be quite lossy at lo
temperatures. In our waveguide structure, the attenuation
to the dissipation in the bulk of the dielectric~measured in
terms of dielectric loss tangent tand) is given in the quasi-
static limit by22

ad5
v

2c
Ae r11

2 S e r

e r11D tand. ~18!

Other possible contributions to overall attenuation co
from radiation and surface-wave attenuation. The radiat
loss occurs because the propagating guided signal mode
els faster than the electromagnetic waves propagating in
substrate, and thus leaks energy through an electromag
shock wave emitted into the substrate. For our copla
waveguide we can estimate this radiative attenuation usin
quasistatic limit given by23

a rad5S p

8 D 2

&
S 12

1

e r
D 2

A11
1

e r

~S12W!2

c3K~k!K~A12k2!
v3, ~19!

FIG. 11. Refractive index]vn(v)/]v vs frequency at different tempera
tures~60, 40, and 20 K! and biases~0, 15, and25 V for 20 K!. Solid lines
are linear approximations.
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where all quantities are as defined previously. We calcu
a rad to be about 431026 Np/cm at 1 GHz at 20 K, increas
ing with frequency asv3. From this, we conclude that fo
the frequency range~<2 GHz! in which we are interested
radiative losses are expected to be negligible.

Due to the finite thickness of the substrate and the t
internal reflection from the backside of the substrate ab
the critical incidence angle, surface waves can be gener
by the signal propagating along the waveguide.24 In our de-
vice configuration, where the front surface of the substrat
covered with the coplanar ground planes and the backsid
not metalized/grounded, we expect the lowest freque
surface-wave mode to be the TM0 mode. When the propaga
tion constant of the waveguide is almost equal to that of
surface-wave mode, the propagating signal in the waveg
is expected to exhibit a sharp increase in attenuation, a
strong dispersive behavior. The surface-wave coupling
quencyf sw in the vicinity of which such coupling is strong i
approximated by25

f sw;0.3
c

hAe r

, ~20!

whereh is the thickness of the substrate. By using the m
sured values fore r , 10 240 at 20 K and 4960 at 40 K, w
obtain f sw values of 0.9 and 1.3 GHz, respectively. The
estimated values indicate that the strong dispersion we
serve, especially around 1 GHz at 20 K, could be due
coupling of the propagating signal to the TM0 surface-wave
mode of the substrate.

Thus, we will make the assumption that the dielect
loss in STO dominates shunt losses in our waveguide st
ture in the whole range of the data shown in Fig. 10, exc
possibly above about 1 GHz at 20 and 40 K. Using the d
shown in Fig. 10 and Eq.~18!, we determine effective los
tangent tand as shown in Fig. 12. The seemingly high diele
tric loss below about 0.2 GHz could be an artifact due to
finite time window we have used in our Fourier analysis, a
the large scatter of data above 1 GHz at 20 K is due to sm
SNR ratio. Other than these features, we notice region
frequency, marked by solid lines, where tand is frequency

FIG. 12. Loss tangent tand vs frequency at different temperatures~60, 40,
and 20 K! and biases~0, 15, and25 V for 20 K!. Solid lines are linear
approximations.
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independent. At 60 K, tand is on the order of 1023, close to
our resolution limit; tand increases with decreasing temper
ture and increasing bias.

Several, but not all, features of the functional depe
dence of the refractive indexn and the loss tangent tand on
frequency, temperature, and bias as shown in Figs. 8, 11,
12 are consistent with earlier experiments, and phenome
logical models on STO. The STO material is known to be
incipient ferroelectric~i.e., shows paraelectric behavior
temperatures down to absolute zero!,26 and is believed to
enter a quantum paralectric phase below about 4 K.27 At
large enough temperatures~above about 40 K!, the increase
of e r with decreasing temperature is well described by
phenomenological Curie–Weiss law with a Curie tempe
ture of about 30 K.28 Additionally, a generalized Lyddane–
Sachs–Teller relationship based on the displacements o
and Sr ions and the related electrically active phonon mo
satisfactorily describe the bias dependence ofe r ; with bias,
the transverse optic mode of the lowest frequency, a
called the soft phonon mode, hardens, leading to lowere r .20

But, this model also predicts, and some other experime
support, that the soft phonon mode frequency is very high
varies between about 2 THz at room temperature and a
0.2 THz at 4 K.29 In our experiments~even under bias and a
20 K!, these models would predicte r to remain in the qua-
sistatic limit with no intrinsic dispersion up to about a fe
hundred GHz. Recent detailed calculations using sim
phenomenological models also show how defects and an
ropy can influence the dielectric response; a high concen
tion of defects reduces nonlinearity and increas
dissipation.30,31 Comparing the bias and temperature dep
dence of the refractive indexn shown in Fig. 11 with pub-
lished data,20,32,33 and with the predictions of phenomeno
logical models, we deduce that our single-crystal ST
substrates are of fairly good quality. Thus, the bia
dependent dispersion we have observed is unlikely to be
to extrinsic effects such as a high concentration of impu
ties.

At low temperatures~below about 40 K!, the dielectric
response in STO deviates from simple Curie–Weiss-law
havior due to collective quantum tunneling effects. In th
regime, the field dependence of the dielectric constant ca
modeled by a transverse-field Ising Hamiltonian that co
bines tunneling and external field terms.34 This model gives
support for the existence of polar clusters with a distribut
of relaxation times.35

No comprehensive model exists for dielectric losses
STO. Some possible mechanisms for microwave dielec
losses have recently been considered by Vendik, T
Martirosyan, Zubko.36 These loss mechanisms include t
fundamental loss connected with multiphonon scattering
the soft phonon mode, and the transformation of electrom
netic oscillations into acoustic oscillations due to resid
ferroelectric polarization or charged defects. The fundam
tal loss mechanism predicts increasing loss with decrea
temperature below about 60 K and with increasing bi
similar to what we observe in our experiments. However,
three mechanisms also predict linear increase of loss tan
tand with frequency up to 100 GHz, in contrast to th
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frequency-independent behavior we have observed.
The Vendik model relies on the dielectric response o

system with a single degree of freedom.36 However, this
Debye-type37 description is inadequate to describe the
sponse of a system with a distribution of relaxation tim
i.e., with many degrees of freedom.38 A general empirical
modification of the Debye expression which accommodate
distribution of relaxation times leads to, under certain con
tions, a frequency-independent loss tangent behavio
agreement with experiments on many strongly interact
dielectric systems~i.e., systems with strong interaction
among spin, charge, or lattice degrees of freedom!.39 Our
observation here of a frequency-independent loss tangen
plies that STO crystals need a more general treatment
that based on a weakly interacting system.

In our coplanar waveguide geometry, it is also possi
that the bias dependence of attenuation ande r we have ob-
served are not entirely intrinsic to the STO material, but
rather influenced by what might be termed ‘‘geometric’’ e
fects. These effects originate from the nonuniform distrib
tion of biasing field in the nonlinear substrate~due to copla-
nar arrangement of the electrodes!. However, since our
waveguide has a lateral size of (S12W);50mm, which is
20 times smaller than the smallest guided or radiated wa
length of about 1 mm~for the highest experimental fre
quency of interest of 2 GHz at the lowest temperature of
K considered!, it seems plausible that an effective mediu
model can accurately describe its electrodynamic respo
Nevertheless, for the accurate determination of geometric
fects, a detailed numerical electromagnetic analysis would
necessary.

VII. LARGE-SIGNAL IMPULSE TDT

A. Biasing to control and study nonlinear effects

As we have shown in the previous sections, by apply
a dc biasvdc, we can change the small-signal electrical ch
acteristics of our waveguides through changes in the sh
capacitanceC and the shunt conductanceG. Since the lowest
electrically active transverse optic mode~or, soft phonon
mode! in STO is expected to be of the order of a few hu
dred GHz, the dc bias effects should, ideally, provide all
information necessary for the determination of the lar
signal behavior of the waveguide in the microwave f
quency range up to the soft phonon mode frequency. In p
tice, however, such a relationship is complicated because
waveguide devices exhibit bias-dependent dispersive~i.e.,
bias- and frequency-dependente r) and bias- and frequency
dependent dissipative effects at much lower frequencies
the frequency range of our interest between 0 and 2 G
Since the nonlinearity, the dispersion, and the frequen
dependent dissipation all cause pulse-shaping effects of s
sort ~in fact, it is the balance between dispersive and non
ear effects that could give rise to stable pulse shapes, ca
solitons!,40 it is necessary to distinguish among these effe
for an accurate analysis of the large-signal behavior.

Figure 13 shows how one can use bias dependenc
distinguish between small-signal and large-signal regime
addition to changing the electrical characteristics of the
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vice. The bottom traces show the impulse-TDT response
the waveguide in the small-signal~linear! limit. The trans-
mitted pulses for zero bias at both 20 and 40 K~dashed lines!
have symmetric pulse shapes, similar to that of the in
pulse. The transmitted pulse at 20 K has a lower amplitu
mainly because of the larger impedance mismatch betw
the device and the external circuity@as given by Eq.~6!#, and
is broader because of the larger dissipation of high freque
signals at that temperature~see Fig. 10!. Both 15 V ~con-
tinuous line! and25 V ~dotted line! biases lead to very simi
lar delay and pulse shapes because the pulse itself is in
small-signal limit and the bias dependence ofC and G is
symmetric around zero bias. With bias, the pulses beco
broader mainly because of the increased dissipation at hi
frequencies~see Fig. 10!. At 20 K and under bias, the puls
front also steepens slightly compared to the backside of
pulse because of the dispersion where high-frequency
ments of the pulse experience slightly reduced index of
fraction n ~see Fig. 11!. These linear effects have alread
been addressed using Fourier analysis in the previous
tions.

The top traces in Fig. 13 show the combined effect
nonlinearity, dissipation, and dispersion for transmitt
pulses at 20 and 40 K in the large-signal regime. For z
bias, the leading edges of the pulses exhibit shock-like ste
ening at both 40 and 20 K. The transmitted pulse at 20 K
of lower amplitude and broader than that at 40 K due to
combination of effects consisting of a larger impedance m
match with external circuitry, a larger dispersion, and
larger dissipation of high-frequency signals at the form
temperature. In this large-signal regime, the positive a
negative biases lead to significantly different pulse shap
the pulse at the lower temperature~20 K! showing larger
change in delay due to larger nonlinearity at that tempe
ture. The large-signal behavior can be qualitatively und
stood by considering the superposition of the dc bias am
tude and the amplitude of different segments of the pulse
determine the ‘‘effective’’ bias which different segments
the pulse experience. In the case of positive bias, both
bias and the pulse add constructively; thus, larger amplit
segments of the pulse experience smallere r , and larger dis-
persion and dissipation compared to zero bias~see Figs. 9
and 10!. As a result, the pulse tip is shifted to lower dela

FIG. 13. Large-signal and small-signal impulse TDT response at diffe
temperatures~40 and 20 K! and biases~0, 15, and25 V!.
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and is rounded, and the oscillatory features in the trail
edge are more dispersed and dissipated. In the case of n
tive bias, pulse and bias have opposite polarities, and
pulse amplitude in the device is less than the bias amplit
in the case of25 V bias; the peak segment of the pulse fe
the smallest effective bias, thus, propagates the slowest,
experiences the lowest dispersion and dissipation amon
the segments of the pulse, resulting in a pulse shape w
the peak segment lags behind the pulse front and rem
sharper than the lower amplitude segments.

Figure 14 shows impulse TDT response for multip
transmissions with corresponding propagation distancesl,
3l , and 5l , where l is the length of the waveguide. Sinc
both the characteristic impedance mismatch between
waveguide and the external circuitry and the dissipation
quite large at 20 K, we expect the pulse within the wav
guide to bounce back and forth between the device bou
aries with only about 15% of the energy of the pulse be
transmitted at either device boundary, but between ab
50% and 90% of the overall energy being dissipated e
time the pulse propagates a distancel. So, as a first approxi
mation and ignoring frequency-dependent effects at the
vice boundaries, one may consider the transmitted pu
shown in Fig. 14 as sampling of the propagating pulse in
indefinitely long and uniform waveguide at different time
We see that, although the pulses get smaller and broader
time in all bias conditions, in the case of22.5 V bias, the
‘‘triangular’’ shape of the pulse seems to be preserved
other words, the pulse is shaped strongly by the wavegu
when its amplitude is high, and this shape is somewhat
served as the pulse makes a transition with time from lar
signal to small-signal regime while the frequency-depend
dissipation acts on it.

The formalism we developed and used in the previo
sections, which essentially assumes linear response, is
valid in the nonlinear regime. In the following, we will de
velop a new formalism for quantitative analysis of the larg
signal behavior.

FIG. 14. Large-signal impulse TDT response at 20 K for different biases~0,
12.5, and22.5 V! with zero, two, and four reflections (0-R,2-R,4-R) at
device boundaries, with corresponding propagation lengths ofl, 3l , and 5l ,
respectively.
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B. Quantitative analysis of the large-signal behavior

We have previously developed a model in the form o
nonlinear wave equation describing the signal transmiss
in the large-signal regime.21 This model was based on th
small-signal measurements of delay time and pulse broa
ing. Using these measurements to determine the nonline
and dispersion, we found that the validity of this model cou
be extended into the large-signal regime. The model w
able to reproduce the basic pulse-shaping features ex
mentally observed. Its main flaw was that the dispersion
fects seemed to be somewhat overestimated. Pursuing
philosophy that the small-signal results can be utilized
construct a model that also is valid in the large-signal
gime, we will here use the improved measurements p
sented earlier in this article to construct a correspondin
improved model of the nonlinear pulse shaping.

There will be three components of this model; first the
is the nonlinearity which is shown in Fig. 8 in the form of
bias-dependent shunt capacitanceC. This results in a nonlin-
ear velocityu(n)51/AC(n)L, whereL is the linear series
inductance, andn is the sum of dc-bias voltagendc and signal
voltagens , as defined earlier. Second, Fig. 10 shows that
attenuation is strongly frequency dependent—this is a n
observation which was not available at the time of the p
vious work,21 and will become an important factor in th
improved model we develop here. As seen from Fig. 10,
attenuationa depends basically linearly on the frequency
a5a0v wherea0 is to be extracted from the measuremen
and will clearly depend on the bias voltage and the tempe
ture. Finally, Fig. 11 suggests that dispersion also play
role at least for nonzero bias. Figure 11 shows that the
quency dependence of the refractive index is of the formn
5n02n1v which yields a contribution of the formv/k
5u0(ndc)1u1(ndc)k to the dispersion relation. The next ste
is then to write down a model equation that reproduces th
three characteristics in the linear~small-signal! limit. This is
achieved by

]ns

]t
1u~ndc1ns!

]ns

]x
5S a

]

]x
1b

]2

]x2DH$ns%, ~21!

where

H$ns%5
1

p E
2`

` ns~j!

j2x
dj ~22!

is the Hilbert transform. In contrast to our earlier model21

we have here limited the model to describe propagation
one direction. This has been done for convenience and d
not limit the generality of the model.

In the linear limit Eq.~21! has the dispersion relation

v5u~ndc!k2 iauku1bkuku, ~23!

which contains the components described above. The pa
etersa and b are to be determined from Figs. 10 and 1
respectively. The coefficientsa andb will depend parametri-
cally on the bias voltage and the temperature.

In the limit of weak nonlinearity,ndc,0, and without
losses, Eq.~21! reduces to the Benjamin–Ono41–43 equation
describing internal wave propagation in stratified fluid
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Equation~21! has been derived in a phenomenological w
and therefore the microscopic physical origins of the disp
sion and attenuation terms in it are not clear at this poin

As a test of the model we numerically simulate the pu
propagation forT520 K for the casesndc50, 25 V, 15 V,
and compare these results with those of the experim
shown in Fig. 13. To illustrate the relative influence of d
persion and frequency-dependent attenuation, we show
Fig. 15 three cases;~a! a50, b5bexp ~lossless!, ~b! a
5aexp, b50 ~dispersionless!, and ~c! a5aexp, b5bexp.
Here the subscript exp denotes that the values have
determined from Figs. 10 and 11. The lossless case~a! has
similar features to the model proposed in Ref. 21 in the se
that the main pulse-shaping features of the experiment
reproduced. It also suffers from the same flaw; name
strong oscillations in the pulse front. In the dispersionle
case ~b! the pulse-shaping features of the experiment

FIG. 15. Simulated large-signal impulse TDT response at 20 K for differ
biases~0, 12.5, and22.5 V! with ~a! a50, b5bexp ~lossless!, ~b! a
5aexp, b50 ~dispersionless!, and~c! a5aexp, b5bexp.
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present. However, the pulses under bias show almost m
symmetry in their shape and are rather smooth as a resu
the attenuation. Particularly, the pulse for negative bias
lost the sharp peak that the experiments show. Finally,
case where both dispersion and attenuation are presen~c!
reproduces the experimental features very well, and the
cillations at the front are minor. It is therefore apparent th
our model with appropriate choice of parameter values foa
andb successfully predicts the large-signal behavior of o
waveguides, and we can conclude that all of the three c
ponents of nonlinearity, dispersion, and frequency-depend
attenuation are essential for the modeling.

In Fig. 16, we show examples of pulses having prop
gated one, three, and five device lengthsl. In the experi-
ments, the pulse experiences frequency- and amplitu
dependent reflection and transmission at the boundaries
we are neglecting this effect in the simulations. As seen,
model reproduces the overall features of the experime
data quite well even at rather large propagation distan
Similar to the experimental results shown in Fig. 15, t
simulations show that the triangular pulse shape for22.5 V
bias is somewhat preserved as the pulse propagates, w
the amplitude decreases and the width increases as a res
the dissipation. Since the dissipation plays a central role
Eq. ~21!, pure soliton solutions are not present, though E
~21!, in the absence of attenuation~i.e., a50), probably
supports soliton solutions due to its close relation to
Benjamin–Ono equation which is known to be exactly in
grable. To some extent, Fig. 15~a! provides evidence that Eq
~21! ~with a50) possesses a soliton-like solution becau
for ndc525 V, the pulse begins to split in two. Such beha
ior is characteristic of soliton bearing equations.44 Such soli-
ton solutions of Eq.~21! would be interesting from a theo
retical point of view since they will have algebraical
decaying tails in contrast to more standard solitons with
ponentially decaying tails—this will strongly influence the
splitting and interaction properties.45

VIII. CONCLUSION

As presented above, at low temperatures our HTS/N
prototype devices exhibit strong dielectric nonlinearities a

t

FIG. 16. Simulated large-signal impulse TDT response at 20 K for differ
biases ~0, 12.5, and 22.5 V! with zero, two, and four reflections
(0-R,2-R,4-R) at device boundaries, with corresponding propagat
lengths ofl, 3l , and 5l , respectively.
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negligible series resistive losses from dc up to at least a
GHz, rendering them interesting for many applications
radio and microwave frequencies. Such potential appl
tions fall into two broad categories: quasistatic and dynam
Devices in the quasistatic category use the dielectric non
earity as a means of controlling the small-signal~linear! re-
sponse of the device. A good example for this category is
electrically tunable multipole bandpass filter where dc
low-frequency control signals are used both to fine tune
filter profile and to broadband tune the passband for hi
frequency signals.4 In the dynamic category, devices are
the large-signal~nonlinear! regime, and thus can be used f
harmonic generation and mixing,46 parametric
amplification,47 and pulse shaping,48 etc. In this case, dc o
low-frequency signals are used to control the nonlinear
sponse. To have a realistic assessment of the potentia
HTS/NLD materials in such broad ranges of applications
is necessary to perform a broadband electrodynamic cha
terization in terms of not only nonlinear effects but also d
persive and dissipative effects.

The time-domain measurement and analysis techn
we have developed in this study has allowed us to carry
such a comprehensive characterization. The 8-cm-long
planar waveguides made from YBCO electrodes on sin
crystal STO substrates have exhibited dielectric nonlinea
(de r /e rV) of about 1%/V at 60 K and more than 10%/V
20 K. This nonlinearity was sustained at least up to 2 GHz
60 K, and 1 GHz at 20 K, with corresponding frequenc
independent effective tand values of less than 1023, and
about 231022, respectively. The waveguides, which we
essentially dispersionless under zero bias, became dispe
under bias. With bias, the tand has also increased. A
present, whether all these effects are caused by purely in
sic properties of the STO material is unclear.

Finally, by using parameters determined from sma
signal~linear! transmission characteristics of the waveguid
as a function of dc bias, we have constructed a phenom
logical nonlinear model equation. This equation—combin
nonlinearity with bias- and frequency-dependent dissipat
and bias-dependent dispersion—has accurately predicte
large-signal~nonlinear! behavior such as pulse-shaping e
fects, which we have experimentally observed.
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